
     
 
 

Our Origins
We partner with forward-thinking coffee
producers who are willing to push the
envelope in search of a more transparent
and quality-driven supply chain.
Most of these partnerships are in Colombia,
but we're currently seeking partnerships in
other coffee-producing countries.

Colombia,
South America

Our team
is in a
constant
pursuit of
the purest
form of
coffee.

Green Coffee
Seeking to elevate the coffee experience at
every step of the way, we are constantly
pushing the boundaries of what is accepted in
our industry. We are coffee designers, teachers,
advisors, and - in some cases - rebels...
We aspire to bring our customers coffee that is
both classic and complex, familiar but entirely
new. From affordable workhorse selects from
little-known regions to radical new single estate
fermentation experiments, we provide products
that will set your coffee offerings apart from
others.

Our projects
We believe that the pursuit of excellence and mastery is the only way forward and the only way we can
dignify everyone Involved in our industry. That’s why each coffee we design, produce, or source seeks to
elevate the coffee experience at all levels -- from the intensity of the flavor of the coffee itself to the story
the barista tells when they share a cup of coffee with a patron.

Nasa Community
Social Project

Ventola

Coffee designing

PEC Program

Specialty coffee
mentorship

Renacer

Urban Coffee
Project

Nasa Community - Social Project
KWES YU’KIWE, an indigenous reservation in the mountains of Valle del
Cauca, holds a gift that brings hope to a community once assaulted by the
constant violence of the conflict in Colombia. While each one of the 53
families who are part of the association ASOASIR grows a multitude of crops
other than coffee, it is their coffee that has drawn international attention to
their territory. Finca Bet-El, our newest partner in our coffee journey, is
instrumental in painting a better future for their younger generations
through coffee.
With programs like lot separation, cupping, and barista training, Finca
Bet-El has helped the children of traditional coffee producers see coffee
differently and start a career in the industry.

Valle del
Cauca

Location

Environmental Practices

Varietal

Porfolio

Colombia, Castillo, Tabi, Geisha

Regional Select & Micro-lots

Production

Avg. Cupping Score

500,000/KG per year

Regional Select: 84 - 86
Micro-lots: 86 - 87

Florida, Valle del Cauca
Colombia
1400 - 1900 masl

Coffee produced in harmony with nature,
adopting permaculture practices and
shaded crops

Ventola - Coffee Designing
Felipe Trujillo is a lifelong learner. His curiosity has made him a pioneer in the
specialty coffee market—but it is his dedication that has turned him into a true
innovator.
After a successful career as a CEO at an office supply company, he decided to help
his father manage the traditional coffee farm they had inherited from his
grandfather. He quickly drew inspiration from the wine industry, where he became a
disciplined student of fermentation processes.
His farm La Ventolera has become a regional institution for specialty coffee, where he
preaches his passion for coffee designing and teaches young farmers from the PEC
program the art and science of coffee processing.

Antioquia

Location

Environmental Practices

Varietal

Porfolio

Colombia, Colombia, Bourbon,
Geisha, SL28

Design Series

Production

Avg. Cupping Score

7,500/KG per year

Design Series: 86 - 90+

Santa Barbara, Antioquia
Colombia
2000 masl

40% specialty coffee > 87 pt
60% > 85 pt

Permaculture, bio-agriculture, organic
practices

PEC Program - Specialty Coffee Mentorship
Program for Coffee Specialty—or PEC for its initials in Spanish—is a revolutionary
social innovation championed by our partner Felipe Trujillo. Supported by the
Antioquia government, as well as private companies in Medellin, its mission is to help
producers between 18 and 34 transition into specialty coffee to continue the legacy of
the agricultural world they inherited from their parents.
With over 300 members across Antioquia and a dedicated quality control team to help its
members improve their coffee quality and mentor them along their process, this
program has shown outstanding results in turning coffee producers into coffee
professionals that understand the international market and produce in harmony with
nature.
The program creates an ecosystem that allows its members to experiment with
fermentation protocols with the help of leaders like Felipe Trujillo. In short, PEC is the
future of coffee.

Antioquia

Location

Porfolio

Varietal

Avg. Cupping Score

Castillo, Caturra, Chiroso,
Colombia,Bourbon

Regional Select: 84 - 86
Micro-lots: 86-87
Design Series: 88 - 90+

Various municipalities
across Antioquia,
Colombia

Production
10,000/KG per year

Regional Select & Micro-lots
Design Series

Renacer - Urban coffee project
A micro-processing facility located in a neighborhood in Medellin, Proyecto Renacer — “To be
Reborn” — shines by the brilliance of its creation. Once thought as one of the most dangerous
neighborhoods in the world, La Sierra is now a leading example of resilience and ingenuity in
the specialty coffee industry. Cristian and Jhonatan, co-founders of the program, started the
micro-processing facility to help the traditional producers located in the outskirts of Medellin
make a better living and to teach their children the wonders of coffee processing.
Their coffees, named after the flavor they resemble — Verano Tropical, Red Bomb — have served
as a platform for creativity and unity for the people in the neighborhood, bringing them to
specialty coffee as a career and away from the gangs in the neighborhood.
For Unblended this coffee represents the power of specialty coffee designing as a change maker.

Antioquia

Location

Porfolio

Varietal

Avg. Cupping Score

18 yrs Castillo, Bourbon, Colombia

Design Series: 86 - 89+

Medellín, Antioquia
Colombia
1900 masl

Production
5,000/KG per year

Design Series

Our team
sees a
symbiotic
relationship
between the
coffee
industry and
beer
industry

Coffee Beer
In the past, coffee was thought of as a simple
ingredient rather than a complex one that can
elevate a beer with delicacy and nuance. Now,
brewers are searching for intensely flavorful
coffees that make for a new beer-drinking
experience. We can be your guide for finding just
the right coffee for your upcoming or future
coffee-beer collaboration.

Wes Tirey
www.unblendedcoffee.com
@unblended.coffee

+1 (937) 371-9124
United States

Lucas Cuadros

+57 (316) 810-7076
Colombia

